Abstract Prospective memory (PM) refers to the ability to remember to execute an intention at the appropriate moment in the future, which can be performed either at the appearance of an event (event-based, EBPM) or after a certain amount of time (time-based, TBPM). PM is generally impaired during aging but the cerebral substrates of this decline have been little investigated. Using functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI), we investigated the neural bases of PM in 20 young and 20 healthy older adults. They were proposed a task of semantic categorisation of pictures (ongoing task). For some blocks, participants only had to perform this ongoing task while, for others, a PM instruction was added. In this case, a supplementary answer in response to a specific colour of border for EBPM or at specific time intervals for TBPM was expected. PM, and more particularly TBPM, declined in older adults. For both PM conditions, older adults recruited additional brain areas, but also showed reduced deactivations of other regions. These results are discussed in light of models of the aging brain.
Introduction
Prospective Memory (PM) refers to the ability to remember to execute an intention at the appropriate point in the future (McDaniel and Einstein 2000) . Retrieval of an intention could be triggered by the appearance of an event, called event-based PM (EBPM), or after a certain amount of time has elapsed, called time-based PM (TBPM; Einstein and McDaniel 1990) . Retrieval in PM is thought to rely on automatic processes (i.e. spontaneous retrieval) when the prospective cue is salient or focal, when the ongoing task is little demanding, or when the PM cue and the intention are strongly related (Guynn et al. 1998; McDaniel and Einstein 2000) . In all other situations (prospective cue not salient or non-focal, highly demanding ongoing task, prospective cue and intention weakly or not related), PM may rather rely on controlled processes such as strategic monitoring. Studies assessing the effect of age on PM report discrepant results (Henry et al. 2004; McDaniel and Einstein 2011 for reviews) that may be attributed to the differential involvement of automatic versus controlled processes according to the tasks. Thus, the age-related PM decline may be more pronounced in conditions in which controlled processes are particularly required (Craik 1986 ). Interestingly, TBPM may be more affected by aging than EBPM (Craik 1986; Einstein et al. 1995; Park et al. 1997 ). The greater reliance on self-initiated processes and difficulties for older adults to strategically monitor the time have been proposed to account for this greater decline in TBPM (Einstein et al. 1995; Mäntylä et al. 2009 ). Interestingly, the age-related variability in PM performance seems largely related to executive functions (Gonneaud et al. 2011; Kliegel et al. 2003; Martin et al. 2003) , which depend on the integrity Functional dedifferentiation and reduced task-related deactivations underlie the age-related decline of prospective memory # Springer Science+Business Media New York 2016 of frontal areas that are also particularly sensitive to the effects of age (Kalpouzos et al. 2009 ).
The neural substrates of PM were mostly explored in young adults using EBPM paradigms. Studies highlighted the involvement of the rostral prefrontal cortex (RPFC), whose lateral part is activated, contrasting with the deactivation of the medial part (Burgess et al. 2001; Burgess et al. 2003; den Ouden et al. 2005; Simons et al. 2006; Rusted et al. 2011; Benoit et al. 2012; Barban et al. 2013; Beck et al. 2014 ; see Burgess et al. 2011; Cona et al. 2015 for reviews). According to the Gateway Hypothesis , the deactivation of the medial part of the RPFC and the activation of its lateral part reflect the shift of attentional focus from external stimulation (i.e. ongoing task) to internal thoughts (i.e. maintenance of the intention). The involvement of other regions, such as the precuneus, the parietal lobe, the anterior and posterior cingulate cortex, the temporal cortex and the insula has been frequently reported but the role of these different regions in PM remains unclear (Burgess et al. 2011) . The handful of studies using TBPM paradigms revealed greater involvement of the prefrontal cortex (Momennejad and Haynes 2012; Okuda et al. 2007) , consistent with the hypothesis of a higher requirement of self-initiated processes during TBPM (Craik 1986 ). Oksanen et al. (2014) pointed out that prefrontal activity (i.e. reflecting monitoring processes) in TBPM, contrary to EBPM, was not sustained but only transient during clock-checks, probably reflecting the involvement of anticipatory/planning processes. In a previous study in young adults, we directly compared the neural substrates of EBPM and TBPM and showed that they share a common neural network (i.e., activation of the posterior frontal and parietal cortices, deactivation of the medial RPFC) but also have specific features reflecting the different strategies used to perform each task. Thus, we reported higher involvement of posterior cortical areas in EBPM, reflecting visual search of the cue, and higher activity in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the cuneus/precuneus, reflecting time estimation processes in TBPM (Gonneaud et al. 2014) .
Only a few studies were conducted in older adults, focusing almost exclusively on EBPM. Studies using event-related potentials (ERP; West 2011 for review), provided mixed results, some of them showing changes in brain activity in older adults (West and Bowry 2005) , while others did not (Mattli et al. 2011) . Only one ERP study focused on TBPM and highlighted changes in older adults over prefrontal areas, as well as a posterior-anterior shift in the distribution of the P3 wave, related to lower accuracy (Cona et al. 2012 ). This result is in line with previous studies showing increased activity in frontal regions in aging, associated with reduced activity in occipital areas, as described in the Posterior-Anterior Shift in Aging model (PASA, Davis et al. 2008 ). Other models have been proposed to explain the age-related functional changes in aging, either in line with a compensatory hypothesis, as the HAROLD model (Hemispheric Asymmetry Reduction in OLDer adults; Cabeza et al. 2002) , or not, like in the dedifferentiation hypothesis (Baltes and Lindenberger 1997; ReuterLorenz 2002 ; Reuter-Lorenz and Lustig 2005 for reviews), which rather suggests difficulties for older adults to use specific and selective neural substrates to execute a cognitive task. Another feature of the aging brain that could be critical to PM is the difficulty of older adults to deactivate some areas when performing a cognitive task (Hafkemeijer et al. 2012; Lustig et al. 2003) . This may be particularly relevant considering the importance of the deactivation of the medial RPFC in PM. Actually, a difficulty to disengage the medial RPFC in PM would indicate that the decline of PM may be due, at least in part, to a difficulty to shift their focus from external events (i.e. ongoing task) to their internal thoughts (i.e. maintenance of an intention).
Only two studies assessed directly the effects of aging on PM. Gao et al. (2014) found increased brain activity during EBPM, notably in frontal and parietal areas, in the supplementary motor area and fusiform gyrus, as well as in the precuneus. Nonetheless, small samples size, difference in education level between groups, as well as the characteristic of the task (i.e. highly salient cue) make difficult the generalization of this result. Recently, Peira et al. (2016) showed, in older adults, reduced performance in conditions with high demands on prospective and working memory, subserved by an inability to recruit PM-related brain areas.
In this context, our study aimed unravelling the neural substrates of EBPM and TBPM maintenance in older adults, using fMRI. To do so, we used an fMRI task previously validated in young adults for being able to distinguish between EBPM and TBPM maintenance substrates (i.e. target checking and time estimation respectively). We hypothesized that both the dysfunction of the frontal cortex and a difficulty to deactivate some brain areas (notably the medial RPFC) would subserve the age-related impairment of PM, this one being probably greater for TBPM than for EBPM.
Material and methods

Participants
Twenty healthy young (aged from 18 to 35) and 20 healthy older (aged from 51 to 76) community dwelling adults were enrolled in this study (Table 1 ). All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, were French-native speakers and right-handed, according to the Edinburgh inventory (Oldfield 1971) . All individuals had at least seven years of schooling and the two groups were matched for this parameter. We ensured that they did not have any antecedent of neurological or psychiatric disorders. In addition, older participants were screened for cognitive deficits with the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE; Folstein et al. 1975 ) and the Mattis dementia rating scale (Mattis 1976 ) and only those who had normal scores (≥ 27 and ≥136 respectively) were included. The study was approved by the regional ethics committee (CCP Nord Ouest III) and all participants gave their written informed consent prior to participation.
fMRI task
The PM task has been fully detailed elsewhere (Gonneaud et al. 2014) and was inspired by the design devised by Reynolds et al. (2009) , featuring a succession of short blocks with different instructions. General procedure and ongoing task Participants had to complete blocks of a semantic categorisation task of pictures (called hereafter the ongoing task) and, for some blocks, a PM instruction was added (see below). Three experimental conditions were implemented: ongoing task only (OG-only), EBPM and TBPM. A fourth condition was used to assess the retrospective component of EBPM, but will not be developed in the present paper. Before the scanning session, subjects were trained to each condition in order to avoid failures due to misunderstanding of the procedure during the fMRI session (Gonneaud et al. 2014; Reynolds et al. 2009 ; see also Simons et al. 2006) . Functional MRI data were acquired in three runs, each of them containing one block of the four conditions (i.e. OG-only, EBPM and TBPM, as well as the retrospective component of EBPM condition). As a result, three blocks of each condition were proposed. The order of presentation of each condition was randomized between runs. After the scanning session, a debriefing was proposed to assess participants' strategies or difficulties during the tasks.
Pictures were displayed within a 280 × 280 pixel white square, bordered by a 20-pixel coloured line. The border colour changed randomly between pictures and could be of nine different colours. In each condition, were also displayed a digital clock in the upper right-hand corner (necessary for the TBPM condition) and a forefinger-category association reminder at the bottom of the screen, to avoid any failure due to the difficulty to remember the correct answer keys.
As a whole, subjects were asked to classify 480 colour pictures as Bnatural^or Bmanmade^items. Each block was composed of 40 pictures, and subjects had to rate 12 blocks of pictures (including 3 blocks assessing the retrospective component of EBPM, not addressed here). Each block was built as follows ( Fig. 1) : an instruction inviting participants to categorise items as Bman-made^or Bnatural^was first displayed on the screen during 8 s. After the instruction, participants were asked to prospectively judge their ability to complete the block on a five-point scale, from very badly to very well. The question remained on the screen during 8 s. This metamemory measure was not part of the PM task but was used to introduce a delay between PM instructions and the beginning of the ongoing task, minimizing the possibility for the subject to maintain the instruction in their working memory (McDaniel and Einstein 2007) . After the 8 s had elapsed, a fixation cross was displayed for 1 s, followed by a block of 40 trials. For each trial, pictures remained on the screen for two seconds, followed by a mask (i.e. random black and white draughtboard delineated by a multi-coloured border) for one or two seconds. Participants were asked to answer as quickly and accurately as possible whether the item displayed was Bman-made^or Bnatural^by pressing with their forefingers. Half of the participants had to press right for man-made items and left for natural ones. Response keys were reversed for the other half of participants. Answers were recorded during the whole trial (picture + mask). The order of presentation of pictures was entirely randomised between individuals. After the 40 trials, they were asked to evaluate retrospectively their performance for this block on the same five-point scale than before (from very badly to very well). After 8 s, a fixation cross appeared and a new block began.
PM tasks Both groups were instructed that we were also interested in their ability to remember doing something in the future (Fig. 1) . Consequently, for some blocks, instructions required to give an additional answer, using the middle-finger (the right one for half of the participants, the left for the other half), in response to a specific item/time interval. In the EBPM condition, participants were asked to press with the additional button when they saw a specific colour of border (e.g. press for blue border). In the TBPM condition they had to press with their middle-finger every 30 s. To do the TBPM task, the participants had at their disposal the digital clock, displayed in the upper right corner of the screen in each condition. Such a choice allowed us to ensure that comparison between TBPM and EBPM was not biased by activity due to the press of an additional button to check a hidden clock, the maintenance of an additional key-answer association, or to the additional visual stimulation in TBPM. This was particularly relevant Sex ratio (female/male) 9/11 10/10 SD Standard Deviation regarding older adults' difficulties in executive functioning, notably in their abilities to manage multiple tasks. To minimize the impact of the presence of the clock, it was displayed in the upper right-hand corner of the screen so that subjects needed to voluntarily direct their look to monitor time. Debriefing questionnaires (not shown) allowed us also to ensure that subjects did not look at the clock during the whole experiment as they reported, especially young participants, having monitored the clock in a classic BJ-shaped^frequency (a little at the beginning and more often at the end). A total of five PM answers were expected by block. For PM trials, both the PM and the ongoing task answers were required. No order of answer was imposed to the participants, mainly to avoid, with such a stringent instruction, any additional cost that we noticed in the pretesting phase of this work, especially for older subjects (see also Ihle et al. 2013) . To better control for visual stimulation between blocks, the clock was displayed in the three conditions (even in OG-only and EBPM) and the colour border of pictures changed between trials, even in OG-only and TBPM conditions. To mimic the fact that the picture to rate and the cue in the EBPM condition always appeared jointly, the end of the 30 s intervals in TBPM always coincided with the appearance of a new trial. Conversely, to mimic frequency of TBPM, in the EBPM condition the cue appeared once per 30 s interval, but not every 30 s to avoid strategies based on predicting the time of appearance of the cues. We acknowledge that the presence of the digital clock on the screen during the entire experience is not the optimal way to assess TBPM and the presence of the clock, even in the peripheral environment, may be considered by some as an external cue, meaning that this condition would be more similar to an EBPM task rather than a TBPM one. Consequently, the following results should be taken with caution regarding this alternative view and will be discussed in this sense later.
fMRI data acquisition
Two scanning sessions were performed on a 3 T Philips Achieva scanner (Eindhoven, The Netherlands). During the first session, a T1-weighted MRI scan was acquired (3D-T1-FFE sagittal, TR = 20 ms; TE = 4.6 ms; flip angle =10°; 180 slices; slice thickness = 1 mm; matrix =256 × 256; acquisition voxel size =1x1x1 mm 3 ), followed by a high resolution T2-weighted anatomical image (2D-T2-SE sagittal, SENSE Fig. 1 Design of the fMRI task. Each block includes instructions, performance prediction, 40 trials (picture + mask), and performance postdiction. Here are illustrated the general procedure and OG-only condition (a), the EBPM (b), and TBPM (c) conditions. Adapted from Gonneaud et al. (2014) factor = 2; TR = 5500 ms; TE = 80 ms; flip angle =90°; 81 slices; slice thickness = 2 mm; matrix =256 × 256; acquisition voxel size =2x1x1 mm 3 ) and a non-EPI (Echo Plannar Imaging) T2-Star image (2D-T2 Star-FFE axial, SENSE factor = 2; TR = 3509 ms; TE = 30 ms; flip angle =90°; 70 slices; slice thickness = 2 mm; matrix =128 × 128; acquisition voxel size =2x2x2 mm 3 ). In the second acquisition, a non-EPI T2-Star image, similar to the anatomical session's one, was acquired. Functional data were then acquired using an interleaved 2D T2-Star EPI sequence designed to reduce geometrical distortions and magnetic susceptibility artefacts (2D-T2 Star-FFE-EPI axial, SENSE factor = 2; TR = 2600 ms; TE = 30 ms; flip angle =80°; 46 slices; slice thickness = 3.0 mm; matrix =80 × 80; acquisition voxel size =2.8 × 2.8 × 3.0 mm 3 ; 266 volumes per run). Three runs of functional imaging were acquired during the session. The first six volumes of each run were discarded to control for magnetic saturation effects.
Behavioral data analysis
To assess the effects of aging on the different experimental conditions, analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were conducted on accuracy and reaction times. First, to determine whether young and older adults were as accurate in answering to PM items for EBPM and TBPM, a 2 × 2 ANOVA was conducted on correct responses to PM items (i.e. presses of middle-finger) with group (young vs older) as between-subjects factor and nature of the PM task (EBPM vs TBPM) as withinsubjects factor. For TBPM, answers were considered as correct if they were made during the trial corresponding to the target time (i.e. during the picture or the mask). Second, we assessed PM interference effect on the ongoing task by comparing accuracy and reaction times for the semantic categorisation task between the conditions without PM (OGonly) and those in which an intention was added (EBPM and TBPM). To do so, 2 × 3 ANOVAs with group (young vs old) as between-subjects factor and condition (OG-only vs EBPM vs TBPM) as within-subjects factor were conducted both on the percent of correct answers to ongoing items and reaction times (only for correct answers) in each condition. Tukey's HSD post-hoc comparisons were performed when applicable.
fMRI data processing and analysis fMRI data were analysed using SPM 5 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl. ac.uk/spm/software/spm5/) implemented in Matlab7.4 (Mathworks Inc., MA). Preprocessing was conducted as follows: EPI data were checked to ensure the absence of artifacts and realigned with the first volume of the first run. Then, to control for geometric EPI distortions, the mean EPI image was coregistered onto the non-EPI T2-Star volume of the functional session, the non-EPI T2-Star volume of the functional session was coregistered onto the anatomical one, the non-EPI T2-Star volume of the anatomical session was then coregistered onto the T2 image, and finally the T2 volume was coregistered onto the T1 image, according to the procedure described by Villain et al. (2010) . T1 was segmented/normalized on the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template and resulting parameters were applied to the coregistred T1, non-EPI T2-star volumes and EPI images. Finally, EPI images were smoothed using an 8-mm FWHM Gaussian kernel.
A General Linear Model was used to assess the effects of group (young vs older) and experimental condition (OG-only vs EBPM vs TBPM). In a first level (individual analysis), each trial (picture + mask) was specified individually; instructions, questions and errors were modeled as regressors of no interest. An event-related design has been used so that, for each participant, main effects were estimated for OG-only, EBPM and TBPM conditions, specifying the onset and the full duration of every trials of the conditions (ongoing items and PM items) conducing to a correct answer. Correct responses on OG items and on PM items were modeled separately at the first level. For PM items, both correct ongoing answers and correct PM answers were required. Finally, to account for potential differences in response times between conditions, response times for each item were added in the model as a parametric modulator.
In a second, group-level analysis, OG-only, EBPM and TBPM for both groups were entered in the same model, allowing comparisons between each condition, group and their interaction. First, we wanted to highlight, in the older group, the neural substrates of each PM condition, independently from each other. To do so, subtractions between each PM condition and the OG-only condition were performed. Second, to assess age-related changes in PM activity, interactions between group (young vs old) and condition (OG-only vs PM) were assessed for EBPM and TBPM separately. In addition, the interaction between group (young vs old) and the nature of the PM task (EBPM vs TBPM) was assessed to evaluate age-related changes in EBPM and TBPM specificities. When an interaction was found, post-hoc analyses were conducted extracting BOLD signal values from each region and using Tukey's HSD tests. Finally, to determine whether the relationship between brain activity and performance was comparable or not between the young and older participants, interactions between Group and BOLD signal values were assessed. Then, correlations between BOLD signal values and accuracy on PM items were conducted, focusing on the older group, to determine whether brain activity observed can predict their PM performance.
Statistical maps were thresholded at p < 0.001 uncorrected at the voxel level and the minimal cluster size was calculated u s i n g 3 d C l u s t S i m ( h t t p : / / a f n i . n i m h . n i h . gov/pub/dist/doc/program_help/3dClustSim.html) to obtain a significance level corrected for multiple comparisons. Thus, the probability of false positive for the entire functional volume was p < 0.05, as estimated by Monte Carlo simulations, resulting in a minimum cluster-size of 69 voxels.
Results
Behavioral results
Accuracy and response times are reported in Table 2 . While reaction times were normally distributed, accuracy scores were not. Consequently, nonparametric statistics were used to assess the effects of group and condition on accuracy scores, using Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Wilcoxon tests for between-group and within-group comparisons, respectively. As results from nonparametric analyses (data not shown) and parametric analyses (ANOVAs followed by post-hoc analyses when applicable) were similar, we decided to present results from parametric analyses only, both for simplifying and homogenizing the presentation of results.
Concerning PM tasks, the comparison of correct presses of middle-finger in each condition revealed a main effect of group, with younger adults more accurate than the older ones (F (1,38) = 27.56; p < 0.001; η 2 partial = 0.42), no main effect of condition (F (1,38) = 2.58; p = 0.12; η 2 partial = 0.06) and a marginal interaction between the two factors (F (1,38) = 3.87; p = 0.06; η 2 partial = 0.09). As the interaction was close to the significance threshold and given our a priori hypothesis of a greater effect of age on TBPM compared to EBPM, Tukey's HSD post-hoc comparisons were conducted. These analyses showed that older participants were significantly less accurate than younger individuals for TBPM (p < 0.001) but not for EBPM (p = 0.13). The effect of condition was not significant in younger adults (p = 0.99), while older participants tended to perform better for EBPM than TBPM (p = 0.07).
To assess the interference of PM on the ongoing task, ANOVAs were also conducted on correct answers for ongoing items in each condition (OG-only vs EBPM vs TBPM). This analysis revealed a main effect of group (F (1,38) = 15.20; p < 0.001; η 2 partial = 0.29), a main effect of condition (F (2,76) = 9.40; p < 0.001; η 2 partial = 0.20) and a significant interaction between both factors (F (2,76) = 5.7; p < 0.005; η 2 partial = 0.13). Tukey's HSD post-hoc comparisons revealed that the younger group outperformed the older one on the ongoing items for EBPM and TBPM conditions (ps < 0.01), but not in the OG-only condition (p = 0.99). While the younger group had similar performance in each condition (ps-= 0.99), older adults were less accurate on the categorisation task in EBPM and TBPM compared to the OG-only condition (ps < 0.001), with no difference between EBPM and TBPM (p = 0.99).
A similar analysis on response times also revealed a main effect of group (F (1,38) = 20.45; p < 0.001; η 2 partial = 0.35), a main effect of condition (F (2,76) = 80.27; p < 0.001; η 2 partial = 0.68) and a significant interaction between these factors (F (2,76) = 8.42; p < 0.001; η 2 partial = 0.18). Tukey's HSD post-hoc comparisons showed that the older group tended to be slower in the OG-only condition (p = 0.07), and was also slower in TBPM and EBPM (ps < 0.001). Finally, younger adults were significantly slower in the EBPM condition than in the two other conditions (OG-only and TBPM; ps < 0.001), without any speed difference between these two latter (p = 0.37). For older adults, response times were slower in EBPM than TBPM (p < 0.05), and slower in both PM conditions compared to the OG-only one (ps < 0.001). These results indicate that maintaining an intention has a cost on the execution of the ongoing task, especially in older adults.
fMRI data
Neural substrates of EBPM and TBPM in young adults
Patterns of brain activity for EBPM and TBPM in young healthy adults are fully described in a previous paper (Gonneaud et al. 2014) , and the neural substrates highlighted in the present study (using a different statistical model, including notably a second group of participants) were very similar to those reported in the initial study. Briefly, adding an intention to the ongoing task led in both conditions (i.e. conjunction analyses; data not shown) to increased activity in frontal, parietal and occipital regions as well as in the insula, together with a deactivation of medial areas, notably the medial RPFC, the precuneus, the left angular gyrus and the right middle temporal pole. In addition, direct comparison of EBPM and TBPM conditions in young participants revealed that left posterior cortical areas were more involved in EBPM, while the right dorsolateral gyrus, cuneus and the left cerebellum regions were more activated in TBPM.
Neural substrates of EBPM and TBPM in healthy older adults PM conditions were first compared to OG-only (contrast 'OGonly minus PM condition') to highlight brain areas deactivated during PM. Interestingly, in older adults, no region was deactivated in PM relative to OG-only, neither for EBPM nor for TBPM. The reverse contrasts ('PM conditions minus OG-only') revealed that adding an intention led to increased activity in a large set of brain areas. A bilateral set of regions including the cuneus, extending to the lingual and middle occipital gyri, the middle frontal cortex extending to parietal regions, the insula and the thalamus, was significantly more activated during EBPM than OG-only (Fig. 2, left panel) .
As for TBPM, higher activity relative to the OG-only condition was found, bilaterally, in the lingual gyrus extending to the middle occipital gyrus, the superior and inferior parietal lobules, and the insula. Frontal activations were also found in the middle and superior gyri (Fig. 2, middle panel) .
Finally, no difference was found between EBPM and TBPM conditions (Fig. 2, right panel) .
Interaction between age and PM
First, an analysis assessing the differential effect of age on the EBPM vs OG-only conditions revealed an interaction in the left middle and right inferior frontal, left superior occipital, left superior temporal, bilateral supplementary motor area, precentral regions, right paracentral lobule and the precuneus. Extracting BOLD signal values from each cluster highlighted that, compared to young participants, older adults showed much more activation in some clusters and much less deactivation in the others (Fig. 3) . More specifically, older adults exhibited a significant increase in activity during EBPM compared to the OG-only condition in the bilateral supplementary motor area, left inferior and right middle frontal, superior parietal and occipital cortices. These differences were not observed in young participants, suggesting that the older group recruit additional brain regions, which are not specific to the task. The left precentral region showed also a significant increase during EBPM compared to OG-only in the older group, but the increased activation was also significant in the younger group, suggesting in this case a higher recruitment of relevant regions in older participants. In a second group of regions, including the precuneus, the left middle temporal and right paracentral lobule, a significant decrease of activity in EBPM compared to OG-only was found in the younger group (i.e. deactivations), but not in the older group.
A similar analysis assessing the differential effect of age on TBPM vs OG-only conditions revealed an interaction in the right precuneus and bilateral supplementary motor area. Patterns of brain activity were similar to those highlighted in EBPM (Fig. 3) with regions showing in the older group more activity in the TBPM than in the ongoing condition Fig. 2 PM-related activity in older adults for EBPM and TBPM conditions. Increased and decreased activity is depicted for EBPM compared to OG-only (left panel), for TBPM compared to OG-only (middle panel) and for EBPM compared to TBPM (right panel). Contrasts are displayed at p < 0.001 uncorrected, with a minimal cluster size of 69 voxels, and superimposed onto an inflated reconstruction of the MNI template brain using the Anatomist software (www. brainvisa.info) (supplementary motor area) and regions with no significant deactivation during TBPM (right precuneus) compared to young participants.
Finally, no interaction was found when assessing the differential effect of age on the EBPM vs TBPM conditions.
Correlation between PM performance and brain activity in older vs younger adults
The results reported above suggest that, in older adults, maintenance of an intention is mainly associated with the activation Fig. 3 Regions showing more PM-related activity and less PM-related deactivation in older than younger participants. Red clusters represent brain areas more activated during PM by the older group (BPM > OG in older group^> BPM > OG in younger group^). Blue clusters depict reduced deactivations in the older group during PM condition (BOG > PM in young adults^> BOG > PM in the older group^). Contrasts are displayed at p < 0.001 uncorrected, with a minimal cluster size of 69 voxels, and superimposed onto an inflated reconstruction of the MNI template brain using the Anatomist software. Mean BOLD signal values (arbitrary units ± standard error of the mean, SEM) were extracted from all clusters and plotted to illustrate the direction of interactions. ★ p < 0.05 for the OG-only vs PM comparison in young adults; ❖ p < 0.05 for the OG-only vs PM comparison in older adults of additional brain areas and difficulties to deactivate other regions. To better understand the relationship between functional activity and PM performance, accuracy scores were correlated with mean BOLD signal values extracted from the clusters we found to be more activated in the older group, those that older adults failed to deactivate, and regions commonly activated by young and older adults. No interaction was found on PM accuracy between Group (young vs older) and BOLD signal values, regardless of the region assessed. Finally, no significant correlation was found, in older adults, between EBPM or TBPM accuracy and the level of activity in the regions previously described.
Discussion
Using fMRI, we investigated in older adults the neural substrates of both event-based (EBPM) and time-based (TBPM) prospective memory. Our data mainly revealed an age-related impairment of PM, more specifically for TBPM, and the recruitment of additional regions in older adults for PM maintenance together with difficulties to deactivate some brain areas.
Behavioral data revealed a decline of PM in older adults compared to young ones, more pronounced for TBPM. The greater sensitivity of TBPM to the effects of age, in line with most of the previous reports (Einstein et al. 1995; Park et al. 1997) , is particularly interesting because, in the present study, the two conditions have been made as similar as possible, differing only on the kind of strategic monitoring of the environment that should be engaged (check for the appearance of a non-focal cue or for the appropriate time to answer, in EBPM and TBPM conditions respectively). This suggests that, in these conditions, the TBPM task required older participants to engage more self-initiated processes (Craik 1986 ). More specifically, TBPM may engage more self-initiated processes than EBPM, despite the fact that, in conditions where TBPM and EBPM tasks are not made as similar as possible, the reverse pattern could be observed (see for example Gonneaud et al. 2011) . Furthermore, older individuals demonstrated a higher cost of adding an intention on both accuracy and response times for the ongoing task (i.e., Bnatural^/Bman-madeĵ udgment) compared to young adults. In this latter group, a slowdown was only observed in EBPM. Because in TBPM the moment of retrieval is predictable, strategic monitoring was judged to be only transient and less costly (Gonneaud et al. 2014) . For the older group, this cost of PM was observed on both accuracy and response times, and almost equivalent in EBPM and TBPM. It suggests that strategic monitoring is particularly costly for older participants who also, unlike young participants, did not benefit from the predictability of the TBPM intention and had greater difficulties to monitor time. This seems to be in line with reports obtained during the debriefing session proposed just after the fMRI task.
Indeed, young participants reported both automatic retrieval and constant monitoring in the same proportion (50/50) for EBPM while the majority of them reported a different strategy in TBPM. Indeed, 70% reported a periodic checking of time, including the classical BJ-shaped^curve strategy (see for example Khan et al. 2008; Occhionero et al. 2010) , and only 30% reported sustained or constant clock monitoring. By contrast, the proportion reporting having relied on a constant checking of the clock in TBPM is higher in older participants (50%; data not shown). This non-optimal monitoring, mainly in TBPM, may contribute to reduced PM performance (Oksanen et al. 2014) . However, as the responses profiles did not statistically differ between groups, these elements need to be taken cautiously.
The analysis of fMRI data revealed different neural substrates for the maintenance of intentions between older and young individuals, as previously reported using ERP (Cona et al. 2012; West and Bowry 2005) . In young individuals, we previously identified a common cerebral network for EBPM and TBPM maintenance involving the activation of frontal and parietal areas, associated with decreased activity in the medial RPFC (Gonneaud et al. 2014) , that may reflect the involvement of a retrieval mode (i.e. cognitive state allowing to process stimuli as cues for the retrieval of an intention). In the present study, higher activity was found in older adults during both EBPM and TBPM in several brain areas (notably in frontal and parietal areas as well as in the supplementary motor area and the precuneus), while no deactivation was found. Looking in more details at the effect of age on PMrelated activity by means of interaction analyses, it appeared that during PM tasks (compared to the OG-only condition) older adults recruit additional regions, not activated by younger participants and therefore not specific to the PM tasks. These regions include the bilateral supplementary motor area, left inferior and right middle frontal, left superior temporal, superior parietal and occipital cortices as well as the precuneus, that were already found in another study (Gao et al. 2014) . It is unlikely that the recruitment of these regions have a compensatory role as no correlation was found between their activity and PM performance. Our results are rather in line with the hypothesis of dedifferentiation in aging (Baltes and Lindenberger 1997; Reuter-Lorenz and Lustig 2005) and suggest difficulties in older adults to recruit neural networks specific and selective for strategic monitoring in PM. Such difficulties to recruit PM-related brain networks were already reported in older adults, in conditions with high demands on prospective and working memory (Peira et al. 2016) . However, the Bnon-compensatory^role of these activations remains to be further explored, at least for EBPM, as no significant difference was found between young and older participants in accuracy, and ceiling effects may represent a limitation when searching for correlation between PM and brain activity. By contrast, no brain area was less activated in older adults compared to young individuals, suggesting that older adults correctly recruited the critical regions to perform the PM task, but were not able to select only these regions. The absence of differential relationship between activity and performance in young vs older adults prevents going further in the interpretation of the different mechanisms underlying PM performance in older adults. However, this lack of interaction may be attributed to the weak statistical power due to ceiling effects and a limited variability of performance.
Considering the critical involvement of medial RPFC deactivation in PM maintenance (Burgess et al. 2001; Simons et al. 2006) , we also focused our interest on PM-related deactivations. According to the Gateway Hypothesis ), medial RPFC deactivation would reflect the disengagement from stimulus-oriented attending to intention maintenance. Interestingly, our analyses showed no deactivation of the medial RPFC in older adults during EBPM and TBPM tasks, while it was observed in young participants in both conditions. This could reflect a difficulty for older adults to disengage their attention from external stimulations to focus on intention maintenance. This may have increased their difficulty to remember and correctly execute PM intentions. Interaction analyses revealed that older adults were impaired in their ability to deactivate the medial RPFC, but also various regions including the precuneus, the left middle temporal and right paracentral lobule, during PM conditions. This difficulty to deactivate some brain regions in older individuals has already been reported in several studies using notably verb generation or n-back tasks (Persson et al. 2007; Prakash et al. 2012) . When engaged in a cognitive task, young subjects classically demonstrate deactivation of the default mode network, including the dorsal and ventral medial prefrontal cortices, the posterior cingulate gyrus and precuneus, the lateral parietal cortices and medial temporal lobes. Reduced deactivations observed here in older participants can be interpreted as a difficulty for those subjects to switch from this default mode to a task-related mode (Mevel et al. 2011) , which may impact noticeably on strategic monitoring processes. Once again, this difficulty to disengage inappropriate regions to the task is in favour of the dedifferentiation hypothesis.
We previously reported specific patterns of activation for EBPM and TBPM in young adults. Maintenance of EB intentions elicited activity in occipital areas, reflecting target checking, while TBPM activated a right-sided network, notably the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the cuneus/ precuneus, reflecting the involvement of time estimation processes (Gonneaud et al. 2014) . The same comparisons in older participants did not reveal such functional specialization according to the nature of the task. However, no direct interaction was found between group and nature of the PM condition, except at a very permissive threshold (data not shown). Even if it remains to be confirmed, this result, together with the analysis restricted to the older group, lends support to the dedifferentiation hypothesis of the cerebral networks in aging. These difficulties to use efficient strategic monitoring processes and dedicated neural networks according to the requirements of PM tasks may have contributed to decreased PM performance.
Considering our behavioral and fMRI data in the context of the Compensation-Related Utilisation of Neural Circuit Hypothesis (CRUNCH; Reuter-Lorenz and Cappell 2008; Reuter-Lorenz and Park 2010) could open some perspectives to this work. In fact, this model posits that for low-demanding tasks, older adults may increase activity in some brain areas to compensate, successfully, their difficulties. In contrast, for more complex tasks, they could not fulfill tasks demands any longer, and their functional activity cannot be compensatory anymore. In this context, our data suggest that the agerelated decline in PM may be related to the high demand of the tasks, for which older adults cannot fully compensate by increased activations. As a result, they engage nonspecific regions to execute the task, as revealed by the activation of brain areas that were not engaged by young participants, and a difficulty to deactivate other regions. This seems particularly true for TBPM. We suggest that the higher age-related decline on TBPM compared to EBPM is related to the fact that the former is more demanding for older adults, who consequently have higher difficulty to use the appropriate cognitive and neural networks in order to compensate. However, the lack of direct evidence for compensation in EBPM (i.e. no evidence of performance/brain activity correlation, maybe related to ceiling effects) limits this interpretation. Future studies are needed contrasting low-and highly-demanding tasks, to better underlie compensation networks in older adults.
We must acknowledge that, despite our previous study revealing partially different neural substrates for EBPM and TBPM, assessed using the same task (Gonneaud et al. 2014) , further studies are needed to assess more properly TBPM. Indeed, we did not use a hidden clock that would appear only when subjects press on a specific key. This choice was notably driven by the fact that adding another response button to display a clock would have increased the complexity of the task for older participants. However, considering the presence of the clock during the entire experiment, our TBPM task may be alternatively viewed as assessing EBPM. In this context, our results may be interpreted as reflecting the mechanisms related to two different EBPM tasks. Thus, our results would not be specific to the distinction between EBPM and TBPM but would rather argue on partially different processes that would underlie an EBPM task mainly relying on self-initiated processes (Bclock-based EBPM^) and a less costly EBPM task (Bcolour-based^one). Future studies should definitively assess more deeply, and with more specific designs, the effect of aging on TBPM cerebral substrates and decide between the two different points of view. The use of an hidden clock should particularly increase the ecological value of the paradigm and provide a measure of monitoring in TBPM. Additionally, the delay introduced between each PM instruction and the realization of the task (i.e. 8 s) is quite short and longer delays are usually recommended (McDaniel and Einstein 2007) . This is to note that similar design, in which there was even no delay between instructions and PM assessment, has been conclusively used in previous studies (Reynolds et al. 2009; Peira et al. 2016) . As a result, we are quite confident that such a short delay does not have a major effect on our results. However, future studies may focus on PM tasks that better suits the recommendations regarding this point.
To sum-up, this study was the first to assess directly the neural substrates of EBPM and TBPM in healthy aging using fMRI. In line with current models of cerebral and cognitive aging (dedifferentiation hypothesis and CRUNCH model), our results suggest that older individuals have troubles in selecting appropriate strategies to perform PM tasks, subserved by difficulties to recruit relevant neural networks. These difficulties manifest as non-compensatory recruitment of additional regions coupled with a difficulty to deactivate other brain regions to execute PM tasks and an inability to select specific brain areas for EBPM and TBPM. Further studies are needed to achieve a better understanding of the cerebral mechanisms explaining the decline of PM in healthy aging, in particular for TBPM decline for which the experimental design could be improved to assess more finely the richness of this concept. More specifically, the use of a PM task with less cognitive demands (e.g. focal task) may be of particular interest, in the framework of the CRUNCH model, to reveal the patterns of brain activity that allow older adults to effectively compensate for their PM difficulties.
